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Wide-Angle Imaging Lidar (WAIL): A Ground-Based Instrument for 
Monitoring the Thickness and Density of Optically Thick Clouds 

Steven P. Love,* Anthony B. Davis, Charles A. Rohde, and Cheng Ho 
Space & Remote Sensing Sciences Group (NIS-2), Los Alamos National Laboratory 

ABSTRACT 

Traditional lidar provides little information on dense clouds beyond the range to their base (ceilometry), due to their extreme 
opacity. At most optical wavelengths, however, laser photons are not absorbed but merely scattered out of the beam, and 
thus eventually escape the cloud via multiple scattering, producing distinctive extended space- and time-dependent patterns 
which are, in essence, the cloud’s radiative Green functions. These Green functions, essentially “movies” of the time 
evolution of the spatial distribution of escaping light, are the primary data products of a new type of lidar: Wide Angle 
Imaging Lidar (WAIL). WAIL data can be used to infer both optical depth and physical thickness of clouds, and hence the 
cloud liquid water content. The instrumental challenge is to accommodate a radiance field varying over many orders of 
magnitude and changing over widely varying time-scales. Our implementation uses a high-speed microchannel plate/crossed 
delay line imaging detector system with a 60-degree full-angle field of view, and a 532 nm doubled Nd:YAG laser. 
Nighttime field experiments testing various solutions to this problem show excellent agreement with diffusion theory, and 
retrievals yield plausible values for the optical and geometrical parameters of the observed cloud decks. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The interaction of solar radiation with clouds is a pivotal problem in climate research. Clouds play a key role in the 
atmospheric energy budget, strongly influencing the distribution of energy deposition in the atmosphere, both radiative and 
convective energy transfer, and the resulting atmospheric dynamics. In the solar (UV-Visible-Near IR, or “shortwave”) 
region, clouds reflect light to space, exerting a cooling effect at lower altitudes, and conversely, by scattering light, increase 
photon path lengths in the atmosphere, thus enhancing absorption and atmospheric heating; together with thermal IR opacity, 
these competing effects can lead to either net heating or net cooling on the ground, and help define the temperature 
distribution throughout the atmosphere. Quantifying the complex interplay of these effects for the many types of real clouds 
remains one of the greatest problems of climate modeling. 

One example of the poor state of understanding of radiation in clouds, and one of the initial motivations for the present work, 
is the apparent “excess” shortwave absorption suggested by several studies, in which a cloudy atmosphere appears to absorb 
as much as 25 W/m2 more solar radiation than can be accounted for by standard models. (To appreciate the magnitude of the 
problem, note that the IR radiative effect of doubling atmospheric CO’ is only about 4 W/m’.) First noted in work comparing 
passive satellite and ground measurements of shortwave fluxes,’ the unexplained discrepancy was also seen in multi-aircraft 
radiometry experiments,’ and is supported by energy budget considerations in the tropical warm-pool r e g i ~ n . ~  If this effect is 
indeed real, it would have drastic implications for atmospheric dynamics in climate modek4 Since a photon’s probability of 
absorption by atmospheric gases depends directly on the path length it traverses, a substantial part of the discrepancy between 
theory and experiment likely lies in the models’ oversimplified treatment of multiple scattering. Real clouds, of course, are 
far from homogeneous. Large 3-D spatial variations occur over length scales from meters to kilometers, and the effect of 
these variations on multiple scattering is poorly understood, in part because the variations themselves are extremely difficult 
to quantify in the necessary detail. What is needed is a way of quantifying the multiply scattered pathlengths for the various 
types of real clouds, and to incorporate these parameterizations into climate models. Experimental mapping of cloud spatial 
structure in sufficient detail to provide meaningful input to ostensibly more ‘realistic’ models would be, at best, extremely 
difficult and time consuming. Fortunately, the quantity of interest for understanding radiation in cloudq is not the spatial 
structure itself, but the distribution of multiply-scattered photon paths which result from it. Direct, actively probed 
measurement of these distributions for various types of clouds is one of the goals of this work. In addition, other radiatively 
and meteorologically important cloud parameters , such as vertical thickness and density, and hence liquid water content, can 
be probed using the new technology, Wide Angle Imaging Lidar (WAIL) described here. 

* splove@lanl.gov; phone 505-667-0067; fax 505-667-3815; http://nis-www.lanl.gov/-lovc ; Space and Remote Sensing Sciences Group 
(NIS-2), Mail Stop C323, Los AIamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545, USA. 



For remote sensing of cloud properties, traditional “on-beam” lidar, which collects returns from only a very narrow field of 
view (FOV) centered on the transmitted laser beam, yields only a small fraction of the information potentially available and, 
for the optically thick clouds typical of the boundary layer, is limited to providing the range to the first interface: ceilometry 
from ground; cloud-top geometry from airborne platforms. With some extra effort, information about the water phase in the 
first layers can also be inferred by using depolarization’ and/or multiple-FOV measurements.6 The key to our work, however, 
it the recognition that at most visible and near-IR wavelengths lidar photons are not absorbed but merely scattered out of the 
beam. Much additional information exists in this light exiting the cloud far from the input beam. Since a pulsed laser is 
essentially a Dirac &function in space and time, by measuring the complete spatial and temporal profiles of the returning 
light one is in effect measuring the Green functions (GFs) of the cloud. 

The temporal Green function is, in essence, the distribution of photon path lengths, a quantity which is of interest in itself, as 
discussed above. In addition, Davis et al.7*8 showed that other cloud parameters of equal importance can be extracted from 
off-beam lidar data. The extent of the temporal Green function (Le., its decay time) is dominated by the physical thickness of 
the cloud, while the lateral extension of spatial Green function (Le., its root-mean-square diameter) is influenced strongly by 
cloud optical depth. These two cloud properties are of direct interest in a variety of meteorological applications, most 
notably to reduce uncertainties in radiation energetics for climate modeling. They can thus be retrieved from “off-beam” 
lidar returns, and we demonstrate how further on. As a corollary, one can remotely determine a volume-averaged liquid 
water content (LWC) via the mean extinction coefficient, Le., optical depth divided by cloud thickness, and an educated 
guess at the effective radius. Due to their extreme opacity, the only way to obtain these properties for dense boundary-layer 
clouds using a conventional lidar is to over-fly and under-fly the layer using an airborne ~ y s t e m . ~  

We report here on the status of the emerging technology of WAIL, as implemented for ground-based observations, and the 
associated retrieval schemes. While we concentrate here on ground-based measurements, we note that one space-based lidar, 
the Lidar-In-space Technology Experiment (LITE), in spite of having a standard narrow FOV (-3.5 mad),  is effectively an 
off-beam system due to the large (260 km) range of the target, which leads to a 0.91 km detector FOV at the cloud. A 
complementary account of cloud-property retrievals based on lidar data collected in space during LITE was given by Davis et 
al.’O 

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we survey the basic theory of off-beam cloud lidar. Section 3 
describes the Wide-Angle Imaging Lidar (WAIL) system prototype assembled at LANL. In Section 4, we present field data 
from this instrument and use it to infer cloud properties. In Section 5 ,  we summarize our findings and outline future work. 

2. OFF-BEAM CLOUD LIDAR THEORY 

2.1. Definitions 
The schematic in Fig. 1 describes the geometry of off-beam cloud lidar observations. The key quantities are cloud optical 
depth (z), physical thickness (I$, asymmetry factor of scattering phase function (g), and range (dabs). We are interested 
exclusively in the remotely observable radiative transfer GF (obs), that is, for escaping radiation, excited by a &source at the 
cloud boundary. It will depend parametrically on all of the above cloud quantities as well as two independent variables for 
space and one for time. The spatial variables can be expressed as Cartesian coordinates (.x,y), cylindrical coordinates (p,cp), 
or polar angles (OP,(p). ‘The temporal variable can be either time elapsed since the pulse impacted the cloud (t), or the “in- 
cloud” pathlength (A = ct), noting that the “out-of-cloud” portion of total pathlength is simply dabs( l+l/cosep). 

Photon-escape GFs have straightforward interpretations in terms of probability of a photon to escape from the cloud into any 
direction at position (x,y) and time t, conditional to be either reflected or transmitted: e.g., 

GR(t,x,y)dxdydt / N = Rob{ escape during [t,t+dt), 
from [x,x+dx)O[y,y+dy) in reflection }, 

where the normalization constant, 



Figure 1: Geometry of Off-Beam Cloud Lidar. From left to right, illustrated meanings for: (1) cloud optical depth T ,  physical thickness H, 
their ratio (extinction o), and asymmetry factor g (mean cosine of scattering angle = 0.85 for typical droplet populations); (2) independent 
variables angle (space) Bp and time t ,  radiance G,,,(z,g,~d,,,,;t,Bp,’P) for a ground-based WAIL system and a cloud at finite range do& (3) 
similarly, G,,,(~,g,E&;t,p,cp) is measured during a LITE-like mission in space and has been extensively studied elsewhere.’0‘’2 

is simply cloud albedo for normal incidence, assuming the integrated pulse energy is unity. This normalized escape GF can 
be thus treated as a probability density function (PDF) and we can proceed to compute its moments. An analogous GF can be 
defined for transmission where, by conservation at most lidar wavelengths, we have T = l-R. 

If detailed information about the spacehime-dependent bi-directional properties of the cloud’s radiative GFs is not available, 
then we make a standard Lambertian hypothesis: 

GR(t,x,y)dxdydt = nGobs(t,0p,(p)dobs2sin0pd0pdqdt. (3) 

The 1.-h. side can be computed analytically in diffusion theory while the r.-h. side can be obtained from monostatically 
collected data (cf. Fig. 1). Using a numerical Monte Carlo (MC) model, Davis and Cahalan (1998) show that biases 
associated with the Lambertian assumption tend to cancel in the following spatial integrals, hence do not dominate the error 
budget. 

The simplest in-cloud propagation characteristics of a laser pulse are: the mean photon pathlength, 

( h ) ~  = c ( t ) ~  = cJ’Sdxdy[ltG~(t,x,y)dt] / R; 

its 2nd-order moment (used, for instance, in pathlength variance (h2)R-(A)R2), 

(4) 

( h 2 ) ~  = c 2 ( t 2 ) ~  = c2SSd.dy[St2GR(t,n,y)df] / R; 

(P2>R = J’dt[J/ (X2+y2)G~(t,x,y)dxdy] / R. 

( 5 )  

and root-mean-square (rins) horizontal transport where 

(6) 

One can think of (p2)R1/2 as the gyration radius of the spot of diffuse light excited by the laser in cw mode. A major 
advantage of using the observables in 13qs. (4-6) is that there is no need for absolute calibration to estimate them from 
observations using Eqs. (1-3). 

There are of course analogous quantities for transmission (subscript “T”) that have been used in other studies: Veitel et 
and Savigny et 
detailed theory that is, in large part, germane to reflection too. 

for empirical results respectively in the temporal and spatial domains; Davis and Marshak” for the 

2.2. Analytical results from diffusion theory 
In absence of absorption, only two length scales are required to determine the optical properties of a plane-parallel medium in 
spacehime as well as for constanthniform illumination: 



8 the outer-scale H, and 

In the diffusion approximation, we are actually more interested in the “transport” MFP 
the inner-scale defined by the photon mean-free-path (MFP), P = l/o = H/z. 

et = P/( l-g) = l/[( 1-g)o] (7) 

which, in essence, is the MFP for an effectively isotropic scatterin the rescaling by (l-g)-l = 6.7 for g = 0.85 takes care of 
the propensity for forward (Mie) scattering by the cloud droplets!‘ One final parameter is introduced in diffusion theory to 
describe boundary conditions: the “extrapolation length” which we will denote xlt. Here x is an O( 1) numerical factor that 
can be used to minimize the approximation error although it is often set to 2/3, following Eddington’s pre~cription,’~ or to 
0.7 104.. . following asymptotic radiative transfer theory.” 

A spatial-Fouriedtemporal-Laplace solution of the non-stationary 3D diffusion equation by Davis et al. lo with 
boundary/initial conditions describing a pulsed point-source leads to: 

H (1-R)Z: R=- - - 
2XPt-bN 2x+( l-g)z 

for albedo in Eq. (2); 

(h)R = 2XH [ 1 + QJ.( 1 ,E) 1 

for mean pathlength in Eq. (4); and 

for the 2nd moment of pathlength in Eq. (5 ) ;  and 

for the variance in horizontal transport defined in Bq. (6). 
correction terms given by: 

The radiative quantities in (9-1 1) contain pre-asymptotic 

Q h ( 1 , ~ )  = Q p ( 2 , ~ )  = (~/2)(1+3~/2)/(1+~),  

Q h ( 2 , ~ )  = ( ~ / 2 ) (  8+4 1 ~ / 2 + 7 5 ~ ~ / 4 + ~ ~ / 8 ) / (  1 + ~ ) ~  ; 

(W 

(12b) 

these corrections become small as 

decreases (T increases). 

We note that, apart from the precise proportionality constants dependent on x, the leadin terms in Eqs. (8-10) can be 
obtained from simple arguments based on the scaling/fractal properties of the random walks executed by the lidar photons 
in the finite slab that defines the cloud. See Davis et al.’ for R, ( h ) ~ ,  and ( p 2 ) ~ ,  and Davis’ for ( A 2 ) ~ .  For instance, the 
well-known fact that the order-of-scattering in reflected light goes as T translates here to ( h ) ~  = H ,  as can be seen in Eq. (9). 
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2.3. Comparison with Monte Carlo results 
Going from bottom to top, Fig. 2 shows T = l-R, ( P ~ ) R ~ / ~ ,  (A)R, and ( A 2 ) ~ 1 / 2  from Eqs. (8-13) with H= 1 for simplicity 
and x = 0.57 to best reproduce the numerical results from straightforward MC simulations (symbols). Agreement is excellent 



in the asymptotic regime, (I-g)z L 10, and reasonably good in the pre-asymptotic region, 1 < (l-g)z < 10, with the correction 
terms in Eqs. (12-13). 

T, fog= 0.8~nILb(ol&ymbols) 
1 10 100 1000 

1 10 100 
rescaled optical dq$tJ@~ 

t 

Figure 2: Analytical and Numerical Results for Off-Beam Cloud Lidar Observables. From bottom to top at right, we plotted T = 1-R, 
( P ~ ) ~ ‘ / ~ / H ,  (?&/H, and (h2)R1‘2/H, from Eqs. (8-13) with x = 0.57. Monte Carlo results are plotted for phase functions both isotropic 
and forward-scattering where a Henyey-Greenstein2’ model with g = 0.85 was used. We note the collapse of the numerical results, for the 
most part onto their analytical counterparts, when plotted against (l-g)T = H/lt .  

The MC computations were performed for a diffuse boundary-source rather than a normally incident collimated source that 
would better model a laser beam. Also, the phase function used in the simulations was Henyey and Greenstein’s’’ rather 
smooth model rather than Mie calculations with a strong forward peak. However, these caveats only effects low orders-of- 
scattering which dominate the signal only if the clouds has a small optical depth; such clouds are readily probed by on-beam 
lidar methods anyway. Furthermore, the validity of the analytical theory can be extended to account for these directional 
effects by using the 6-Eddington reformulation of the difhsion approximation .21 

2.4. Implications for off-beam lidar observations 
From Eq. (ll), the rms “spot-radius” ( p 2 ) ~ l l 2  is found to be -0.3 km for the mean optical depth (T =: 13) and physical 
thickness ( H  zz Q.3 km) of marine stratocumulus (Sc), as observed by Cahalan and Snider,” and using the canonical g = 0.85 
for warm clouds. This rms spot-size is a key quantity in the a priori signal-to-background ratio estimations by Davis and 
C a h a l a ~ ~ . ~ ~  Returning to the ground-based observation geometry in Fig. 1, ( p 2 ) ~ l I 2  = 0.3 km implies that we need a FOV of 
about 1 rad to capture about 2 rms distances if the cloud is at a range dabs = 1 kin. A couple of rms spot-radii, i.e., 0.5 km or 
so, is also the inherent resolution of a retrieval based on off-beam lidar observations, even if they are done continuously in 
time. 

Optical depth T is in fact highly variable at the sub-km scales of interest here: its range is from less than 5 to almost 100, 
hence 1- 5 (l-g)T 5 lo+. This optical depth range alone leads to an albedo R between 0.9 and 0.3 in (8) which is another 
important factor in signal estimation. High R values imply that after the laser pulse hits cloud base plenty of light is 
eventually returned towards the ground. 

The range of variation for H corresponding to that in T is given partially by Pawlowska et a l . ’ ~ ~ ~  T H5l3 relation is 0.2-0.6 
km. This relation applies however only to the adiabatic “cores” of Sc, hence to the relatively high T values (>lo) at the local 
maxima in the optical depth (or solar reflectance) fields; at the smaller but still highly variable T’S observed more frequently 
in sub-adiabatic regions, this T-H coupling breaks down, with H varying spatially more slowly than T in Sc. 

‘ 



For temporal quantities, we find ( h ) ~  to be somewhat larger than H ,  in the range 0.4-0.8 km, while the ratio ( h 2 ) ~ 1 / 2 / ( h ) ~  
falls between 1.5 and 2. These values were also used in the design phase of our instrument to set pulse-length requirements 
and time-binning strategies. Note that the precise choice for x, always coupled to g and z in our correction formulas (12a,b- 
13), has a minor effect on these h statistics in the intermediate diffusive transport regime where correction terms are not 
negligible. 

3. PROTOTYPE WIDE-ANGLE IMAGING LIDAR INSTRUMENT 

We see from the above that, by combining the temporal and spatial information from off-beam lidar -the mean pathlength 
from the temporal Green function Eq. (9) and the mean-square horizontal displacement from the spatial Green function Eq. 
(1 1)- both the cloud thickness Hand  optical depth 2 can be determined. While the primary spatial information lies in the 
radial displacement, the most informative realization of off-beam lidar would be one in which not only the radial and 
temporal distributions of the returning light are recorded, but its azimuthal dependence as well. This amounts to full time- 
resolved 2D imaging of the scattered radiation, in essence, a high-speed "movie" of the light propagation. With such a 
system, not only are quasi-uniform cloud fields amenable to azimuthally averaged analysis, but complex scattering 
mechanisms (scattering between clouds, etc.) in highly non-uniform clouds and broken cloud decks may also be observed 
and interpreted. 

This is the approach we are taking at Los Alamos National Laboratory, and it relies on an imaging detector technology 
developed at LANL, the Micro-channel PlatelCrossed Delay Line (MCP/CDL) detector, coupled with high-speed pulse 
absolute timing electronics.25 The MCP/CDL technology features photon-counting sensitivity, a large spatial format (4 cm 
diameter active area, effectively up to ~ 1 5 0 0 ~  pixels, and ultra-high time resolution (100 ps). It consists of the MCP/CDL 
detector - a photo-cathode coated vacuum tube, intensified by micro-channel plates, read out by a crossed delay line anode 
- together with fast pulse-timing electronics. Each photo-electron is intensified by a factor of lo7, with positional 
information preserved, by the MCP. The electron cloud is collected by helically wound delay lines, producing in each line 
two counter-propagating current pulses which emerge from the ends. By measuring the arrival times of the pulses at the ends 
of the delay lines, the position of the original photon event is determined; with two orthogonal delay lines, both the x- and y- 
coordinates are determined. 

This unique strategy for extracting spatial information distinguishes the MCP/CDL from other sensitive imagers such as 
gatedhntensified CCDs in that it is intrinsically very fast, with photon arrival time automatically known to within 100 ps as a 
by-product of the imaging scheme. As an initial proof-of-principle test of the imaging lidar concept, we exploited this feature 
in laboratory-scale simulations of off-beam lidar observations where the "cloud" was a sizeable aquarium filled with a 
scattering liquid suspension.2G Finally, we note that the focal-plane detector is not only capable of performing at very low 
light-levels, but actually requires them: too high a count rate (>5x106/sec over the entire detector) confuses the timing-based 
imaging scheme. 

These strengths and limitations drive the choice of laser for the imaging lidar system. The count rate limit demands a high 
repetition rate and averaging over many pulses. A repetition rate around 5-15 lcHz is ideal, permitting maximal pulse 
averaging while avoiding the return from one pulse overlapping with the next. The MCP's spectral response makes a 532 nm 
frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser a good choice. Our current laser produces 0.2 to 0.5 mJ/pulse, at a variable rep rate (12 
kHz is typical in our experiments), with pulse widths ranging from 30 ns to 50 ns depending on operating conditions. The 
laser is triggered by a master clock, which also provides the timing reference for the detector system electronics. 

Our current nighttime WAIL implementation uses a commercial medium-format SLR camera lens with a 35 mm focal length 
to feed the detector, thus obtaining the full-angle FOV of 60" prescribed in Section 2. One challenge in designing an imaging 
lidar system for clouds is the large dynamic range, several orders of magnitude, between the initial return (the traditional on- 
beam lidar signal) and the multiply scattered returns from locations at very large displacements from the beam. The faint 
large-displacement returns require a band-pass filter, -10 nm wide for nighttime work, to reject as much background light as 
possible. The use of interference filters presents an apparent problem, given the wide FOV, since, as is well known, the 
band center for standard interference filters varies strongly with angle of incidence. Over the 30" half-angle range of our 
system, the passband center wavelength shifts nearly 15 nm to shorter wavelengths as one moves from the center to the edge 



of the field. This angular sensitivity, however, can be put to use to partially cancel the strong center-to-edge gradient intrinsic 
to cloud returns but challenging to any detector system, particularly to our MCP/CDL. If, instead of a filter centered (at 
normal incidence) at the laser wavelength, one chooses a somewhat longer nominal filter wavelength, light at large angles of 
incidence (Le., coming from the edge of the FOV) will be near the angle-shifted center of the filter passband, while light near 
normal incidence (Le., coming from the bright central spot) will be in the wings of the passband and be strongly attenuated. 
Figure 3 shows the empirical transmission function of our filter collection with respect to incidence angle out to 30” for 532 
nm light. 

-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 
Angle of Incidence (degrees) 

Figure 3. Bandpass Interference Filters as Angular Response Filters. Shown here are measured angular response curves for our selection 
of 10 nm bandpass interference filters at 532 nm. Used in front of an imaging lens, filters with normal-incidence band centers at 
wavelengths longer than 532 nm yield low transmission at the center of f.o.v., with an annular high transmission region at larger field 
angles. 

4. WAIL OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS 

4.1. Sample dataset 
In this example, we use WAIL data collected July 8, 1999, between 0:30 and 1:00 MST at LANL’s Fenton Hill Observatory 
(35”52’45”N, 106”40’37”W). Figure 4 shows these nighttime results for a multi-layer cloud deck, probed with two different 
filters on the detector, one (nominal band center at 540 nm) which strongly suppresses the center spot, and the other (nominal 
band center at 536 nm) providing a more uniform response across the field. In each case, the spatially integrated return as a 
function of time is plotted, along with representative frames of the spatial WAIL “movie,” each frame showing the full 60” 
FOV. 

At early times, we see the near-field aerosol scattering. This eventually is followed by multiple cloud-base impacts and 
finally a strong spreading due to multiple scattering in the highesddensest layer. Due to the existence of a maximum 
allowable throughput for the focal-plane detector, the signal originating from the impact point and nearby is saturated, 
especially when the 532 nm (center-field) filter was used. However, we have minimized the impact of this loss of signal at 
small (in-cloud) pathlength h and small horizontal displacement p by computing the space-time moments of interest further 
on using only the intermediate 540 nm filter. The effective truncation of long pathlengths and displacements compensates for 
the residual saturation at small times and angles. In an ideal situation, we would merge the signals from the more extreme 
(532 or 535 and 546 nm) filters in Figs. 4a-b before computing the moments in Eqs. (4-6). For QuickTimeTM movie 
versions of these and other datasets, see http://nis-www.Ianl.gov/-love/clouds,html. 

4.2. Cloud property retrievals 
In Fig. 5 ,  the analysis of Section 2 is applied to the WAIL data presented in Fig. 4. Two methods for extracting physical 
cloud thickness N a n d  optical depth z are shown. The first uses only the temporal portion of the data, as might be obtained 
with non-imaging wide-angle lidar. The second technique uses both the space and time information from the imaging lidar 
data set, producing much smaller uncertainties in H and z. The cloud parameters inferred from the two methods, however, 
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Figure 4: Nighttime WAIL Results. Shown here are the spatially integrated total return as a function of time (graphs) and a sequence of 
selected frames from ihe corresponding WAIL "movies" which show the spatial distribution of the returning light as a function of time. 
The full-angle FOV is approximately 60 degrees. Two data sets for essentially the same cloud deck are shown, being taken a few minutes 
apart. These were obtained with two different filters on the opiics, one which emphasizes the large-angle returns (top) and the other 
emphasizing the center region (bottom). Narrow bandpass interlerence filters are generally used to reject background light, but also affect 
the spatial response of the system (see text and Fig. 3 for more details). Each sequence begins with the RayleigNaerosol-scattered beam 
as i t  leaves the laser (located off the bottom right side of the FOV); a shadowband blocks the brightest portion of this early return. For 
these early times, the system is effectively bistatic. Subsequent frames show the aerosol-scattered pulse several hundred meters up, the 
initial impact on the cloud deck, and subsequent spreading due to multiple scattering. 

are consistent with each other and with climatology for the altostratus layer that was observed during that field trip. 
However, to achieve this congruence it is important to account for the internal stratification of the cloud layer. Indeed, we 
have plotted the results of numerical simulations similar to those described in $2.3 but with a collimated beam normally 
incident onto (1) uniform cloud models and (2) vertically stratified cloud models. Only the latter results explain the data in 
terms of the ( I L ~ ) R * / ~ / ( ~ ) R  ratio used below. We assumed a linear increase of extinction from zero at cloud base to 2 d H  at 
cloud top. This is a worst-case scenario since Brenguier's parameterization for adiabatic cores27 calls for a linear increase in 
LWC which, in turn, leads to a 2/3 power-law in e~t inc t ion .~  The two versions of the 2-parameter retrieval procedure are as 
follows. 

In both cases, the lower curve determines the optical depth z. However, we immediately notice the large range of possible 
values for z in Fig. Sa based on the ratio of ratios (A,2 )~1 /2 /{A, )~  from (4-5) which yields 1.16: z can be anywhere from 2 to 
10 (even 1 to 20 or broader, given some measurement error). The cloud height information in Fig. 4 (this is an altostratus) 
argues for the lower end of the range in z but we proceed without using this. From the upper curve, the cloud thickness can 
be determined, given the mean pathlength ( h ) ~  = 1.37 kin. The inferred value of H i s ,  fortunately, not very sensitive to T and 
we find H between 0.48 (possibly a little less, given some measurement error) to 0.56 km. This is reasonable for the 
nocturnal altostratus layer present in Fig. 4. 

Substituting the response curves in Fig. 5b yields similar results, starting with ( P ~ ) R ~ / ~ / ( A ) R  from (4) and (6) which yields 
0.76, but there is less uncertainty in z and H. The inferred value for T of about 3 is quite reasonable for altostratus and the 
associated H is in middle of the previously obtained range, around 0.52 km. The time-only and space-time methods thus 
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yield compatible results, 

Tliese results can now be used to infer the liquid water content of the cloud. Consider the well-known relation between 
optical depth and liquid water path (LWP), the vertical integral of LWC? z = (3/2)LWP/pwre, where pw is 
the density of liquid water (Le., lo6 g/m3). Thus, with an additional assumption on the effective droplet radius re, the 

volume-averaged LWC can be estimated using an optical WAIL measurement alone: 

LWC = LWP/H = (2/3) pw (rdH) Z; (14) 

no radiosondes, nor microwave instruments are required. For instance, taking re =: 10 pm for simplicity, we find LWC =: 

0.036 g/m3 in our altostratus case. Finally, the "natural" horizontal resolution we can assign to our (z,H) estimates, and hence 

to LWC in Eq. (14), is ~ 2 ( p ~ ) ~ " ~ .  For our case-study, we obtain =1 km which is similar to those state-of-the-art 
meteorological satellites capable of synoptic coverage. 

4.3 Detector Saturation and Impraved Performance Using an Occulting Disk 

The MCP/CDL detector has the advantages of high angular and temporal resolutions as well as extreme sensitivity, but has 
the disadvantage of a relatively low maximum allowable count rate, which necessitates co-adding many laser pulses in order 
to achieve good statistics on the scattered returns. The strong spatial gradient of the cloud returns, with most of the light 
coming from the nearly on-beam area, exacerbates this problem. We find that, even using the angular variation of 
interference filters flatten the dynamic range, as in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, some residual saturation still occurs, and we have 
accounted for this in our analysis of the data. 

To further reduce saturation effects, we have recently employed an occulting disk to completely mask the central region 
while obtaining large-angle data, thus providing complete suppression of the central high-intensity spot. The strategy here, as 
in the interference Glter method, is to collect the central and wide-angle portions of the data set separately. First, using a fast 
f/#, wide-aperture lens setting, the wide-angle data is collected with the central region completely blocked. Then, with the 
lens stopped down and with additional neutral density filters as needed to prevent saturation of the central spot, an 
unsaturated central data set is collected with the occulting disk removed. We find that at the relatively high f/stops used, a 



simple disk placed immediately in front of the filters provides full suppression of the central region, with a relatively fast 
transition to unobstructed transmission at larger field angles. Using this technique, we have obtained what appears in a 
preliminary analysis to be an essentially saturation-free data set, illustrated in Fig. 6; a detailed analysis is in progress at the 
time of this writing, 

Figure 6: Use of an occulting disk to avoid central spot saturation. Shown here are representative frames from WAIL cloud scattering 
“movies” with the optics configured first (top row) to obtain the bright central region, then (bottom row) configured for the faint large- 
angle scattering. Combining the two data sets yields the full scattering Green functions. Optics configuration for the top row has the lens 
fully stopped down, plus an ND filter (effectively f/44), plus the “535nm” interference filter (see Fig. 3). For the bottom row, the lens is 
wide open (f/3.5) but with an occulting disk completely obscuring the central region, plus the “540nm” interference filter (see Fig. 3). Dark 
vertical band is a shadow band used to obscure the bright near-field laser beam in both cases. 

5. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 

We have shown that WAIL can be used to measure not only the distribution of multiply scattered photon pathlengths in a 
cloud, but also both the physical thickness of a stratiform cloud and its optical depth. It has been demonstrated elsewhere8329 
that similar information can be extracted from a non-imaging spaceborne lidar system with a wide-enough FOV, e.g., the 
shuttle-based LITE mission. We used both the “time-only” method used for LITE data and a “space-time” method presented 
here in a case-study involving a moderately opaque altostratus layer (optical thickness around 3). Within instrumental and 
modeling error, both methods yield compatible results. However, the combined space-time scheme, which calls for a device 
with imaging (WAIL-type) or profiling capability, provides a much less ambiguous measure of optical depth. By obtaining 
both the vertical thickness and optical density, WAIL data can be used to infer cloud liquid water content. 

For dense clouds that will extinguish on-beam backscatter lidar signals, an alternate technique exists to infer liquid water 
content in comparable detail: active microwave (mm-radar). These devices can provide a number of vertical bins, typically 
several per cloud layer, and with a horizontal resolution that depends on the observation strategy, but is typically a few 
hundred meters. So, at first glance, this complementary technology appears to yield more information than WAIL on cloud 
structure. However, Clothiaux et al.’s detailed corn par is on^^^ of mm-radar datastreams with counterparts from collocated 
(on-beam) lidar and other instruments underscore several problems in the conversion of radar reflectivities to the optical 
(shortwave) quantities required to pursue, say, climate studies. In contrast, off-beam lidar operates at wavelengths that are 
Eully representative of solar radiative transfer. Assuming a tenuous enough cloud to still detect the usual on-beam lidar signal 
and sufficient skill to correct it for the multiple forward scattering, the inversion of this signa131 is highly sensitive to the 
choice of backscatter ratio; this, in turn, depends on the phase function value for 180” scattering, which is a well-documented 
challenge to Mie theory. Being based on scattering through all possible angles, off-beam lidar does not have such 
sensitivities and the resulting spatial resolution is adequate for many applications. 



There is a need for improved theory in off-beam lidar. In particular, the analytical approach grounded in photon diffusion 
theory can be extended at once to lesser optical depths and illumination by a collimated beam by using &-rescaling of the 
optical properties in a 3D setting. Also, the numerical modeling can be enhanced by accounting for horizontal as well as 
vertical structure in the cloud. In this context, it is desirable to have codes to solve both the radiative transfer problem (using, 
e.g., Monte Carlo) and the diffusion problem (using, e.g., finite elements). 

While WAIL provides a very exhaustive data set, extrapolation to a space-based system presents many technical challenges. 
Therefore, parallel to the WAIL project, collaborative work is currently underway at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, 
focused on a scheme using more conventional detectors fed by fiber-optic bundles which route the light from pre-defined 
radial zones to several separate high-sensitivity photo-detectors. 

Current work at LANL is focused on developing daylight capability for WAIL by means of ultra-narrow Faraday magneto- 
optic atomic line  filter^,^^.^^ coincident with strong solar Fraunhofer absorption lines. With this strategy, which will use a dye 
laser transmitter tuned to the filter wavelength, we hope to be able to study the daytime clouds of direct interest to the solar 
scattering and absorption questions. 
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